Chapter: 3138
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

However, what Chen Meimei said, An Ning had no way to respond, so
she could only smile indifferently. She is not without strength, she will
prove it by herself sooner or later.
Fortunately, Director Qin probably felt that An Ning had never filmed,
and the positioning and basic performance might not be very clear, so
he called a field manager to guide him, which just solved An Ning’s
current embarrassment.
An Ning followed the field manager to the other side, which relieved
the embarrassment.
For filming, An Ning didn’t have a good script in her previous life, and
Cheng Hao asked her to accept some unpopular scripts, so An Ning
didn’t study how to film.
But there is a dream that An Ning has never mentioned to others, that
is, she wants to go to university, no matter in this life or in the previous
life, this wish has never been realized.
In the last life, Cheng Hao only laughed at her for being so naive, but
in this life, An Ning only went to junior high school. As soon as she
graduated, Cai Genhua directly cut off An Ning’s desire for it because
she no longer had any spare money for her to study at home. School
dream.
Although he was not able to stay in school, An Ning did not slack off
in acting. As long as he had the opportunity, An Ning would continue
to practice by himself, and he did not read too much.
In addition to the more or less experience in the previous life, An Ning
believes that he will not be bad. It’s just that I haven’t had the chance to
actually perform.
However, what An Ning didn’t know was that, with her current
strength, let alone an ordinary actor, even an old actor might not be
able to have her acting skills.
The field manager originally thought that he was a newcomer in An
Ning, but he was extremely reluctant to come here, and his attitude was
not considered responsible. He just told An Ning about the most basic
knowledge, but gradually he found that the An Ning he talked about
could be consistent with An Ning. on. It is no worse than those socalled big stars, so I can go back to work with confidence.
On the other side, An Ning saw that the assistant director was staring
at the shooting, and subconsciously watched the entire shooting scene,
but unexpectedly saw Director Qin in a corner.
Director Qin seemed to be talking to someone. The figure of that
person was just hidden by the dressing room, so An Ning couldn’t see
it clearly.
Suddenly, it seemed that the man looked towards the theater and
revealed his figure, and An Ning saw a familiar figure.
Although I didn’t see the face, An Ning always felt very familiar, and I
was sure that this person seemed to be the “President An” I saw last
time in the bathroom.
However, the man also seemed to be very low-key, and he didn’t want
others to discover his existence. He just said a few words to Director
Qin, then glanced at the crew again, and then disappeared.
Simply, An Ning did not take this release to heart.
Soon, after three scenes in the morning, it was An Ning.
When An Ning was on the stage, Director Qin was angry because the
actors in the last show were not good enough, “Chen Meimei, there is
no seniority here, only acting skills.”
What Director Qin said was extremely rude, but An Ning just felt
embarrassed by standing aside because he was waiting for the next
scene.
Sure enough, after Director Qin returned to the producer, he saw Chen
Meimei glaring at An Ning again, very tired of being heard by An Ning
when Director Qin reprimanded her just now.
“You dare to laugh? A newcomer who has never acted and only gets
hot. You will feel better in a while.” Chen Meimei looked at An Ning
and came to her conclusion, then walked to the side stool and sat
down, Just waiting to see An Ning’s good show.
“The second scene, An Ning, Huang Jingren.” This scene is strictly
speaking, An Ning’s rebirth is the first scene of An Ning.
In the play, the vassal state where Princess Minmin is located won the
battle. The elder brother went to the Dahua Kingdom to make peace
with the order of his father Khan, and Minmin, who was the princess,
followed him.
When she first arrived in Chang’an City, Princess Minmin felt that
everything was very novel, and she had the coquettish attitude of a
young daughter, showing her innocence.
That year, Chang’an City was prosperous. Princess Minmin and her
brother were scattered in the crowd, but she didn’t know it at all. She
almost ran into a gangster, and happened to meet the prince
Xuanyuanze, who was like an immortal, and the prince Xuanyuan
rescued Minmin. love at first sight.

